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What kind of mental representation do people have of today’s 
towns? 
 
If they look on the web for some images, they find pictures like 
the ones included in the next two plates. 
 
At first they are likely to find some night views, where the 
towns may even appear beautiful in their sparkling aspect. 
 
But look at the first plate: one of these towns is London. It’s 
hard to say which one, they seem all alike. 
 
Then look at the second plate, representing some day views: 
also in this case, one of these towns is London. 
 
It is a little easier to identify, but only because of the river and 
of some small differences between Norman Forster’s 
skyscraper and the similar ones in Barcelona and Tokyo. 
 
Even in the daylight these towns seem almost the same, 
flattened out on the American model. 
  
Besides, which is more important, they are all ugly. 
 
Luckily we know that London is not (yet) all like this! 
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Look now at the next two plates. 
 
There are some aerial views of European towns: just little 
sections, but enough to make it impossible to confuse them! 
 
And it is not because of some single building or monument. 
 
Each of these towns has its own character due to the very 
nature of its urban fabric. 
 
That is to say the set of typical features (relationship between 
streets, plots layout, building types and architectural 
characters) that identifies every single town making it different 
from all the others. 
 
The examples refer to XVII-XIX centuries planned urban 
fabrics. 
 
Although designed and realized in a rather short period and in 
similar social and cultural contexts, they seem quite different 
one another. 
 
Some of them may seem a little monotonous, but all of them 
have a high degree of urban quality. 
 
And, again, one of them is London. 
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But London is not just the same everywhere. 
 
Even if a great part of the town centre is made of several 
different XVIII-XIX century urban fabrics, each one of them 
has its own specific character, which distinguishes it from the 
others. 
 
And yet, even if so different, no doubt they all are London. 
 
Look at the next three plates. 
 
In the first one there are more aerial views of the central 
London urban fabric: despite the variety of the individual 
solutions, they share the same general characters, no matter 
the time of their construction and the different style of their 
architecture. 
 
In the second and third plates there are some eye-level 
pictures, showing different street fronts. At the building scale, 
the differences are even greater, both for the building type’s 
progress (from individual homes to apartments blocks) and for 
the stylistic changes (from Georgian houses to Victorian and 
Neo-Classical ones): nevertheless all of them appear as 
different aspects of the same reality. 
 
And also in this case, no doubt they all are London. 
 
But, which are the common features connecting such 
apparently different realities? And how can we learn from the 
past in order to obtain a more liveable built environment, in 
coherence with the traditional town and without interrupting 
but even promoting its further development? 
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From our point of view, a good starting point may be the close 
exam of the existing urban fabrics and in particular of the 
traditional ones. 
 
A good basis is given by the 1799 Richard Horwood’s Plan of 
the Cities of London and Westminster, the Borough of 
Southwark and Parts Adjoining, which is a very detailed map 
of Georgian London, showing, in many parts of the town at 
least, besides every house, the allotment of the building land. 
 
If we superimpose this map to a more recent Google map, we 
realize that while a great part of the town did undergo a deep 
change, some significant sectors of the old urban fabric still 
remain, particularly in central-western London, even though 
many of their buildings have been replaced during the last two 
centuries. 
 
Most of them coincide with the first group of great planned 
developments that from the second half of the XVII century to 
the end of the XVIII century began to give London its present 
urban character. 
 
Each of these developments depends (in part, at least) on an 
orthogonal street fabric, focusing on an open space, usually a 
garden square. These squares, often surrounded by uniform 
buildings after the tradition of the Italian (and then French and 
Spanish) Renaissance architectural squares1, represent perhaps 
the most connotative elements of London urban fabric. 
 
In the following 2 plates we have pointed out, on Horwood’s 
map and then on the Google map, all the garden squares 
realised from 1631 to 1799 and still existing, although 
transformed. 

                                                
1 M. GALLARATI, Architettura a scala urbana - Urban Scale Architecture, Alinea, Firenze 1994 



XVII-XVIII CENTURY LONDON SQUARES
ON RICHARD HORWOOD’S 1799 MAP



XVII-XVIII CENTURY LONDON SQUARES
ON GOOGLE MAP
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Starting from the late Renaissance Inigo Jones’s Covent 
Garden, we may count up to 22 garden squares (plus one 
crescent square – Great Cumberland Place) existing at the end 
of the XVIII century: 
 
XVII century: 
 
Covent Garden 1631 onwards 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields 1638 onwards 
 
Bloomsbury square 1655 onwards 
St. James’s square 1662 onwards 
Golden square 1670 onwards 
Soho square 1670 onwards 
Portman square 1674 onwards 
Kensington square 1685 onwards 
 
XVIII century: 
 
Hanover square 1713 onwards 
Queen square 1716 onwards 
Cavendish square 1717 onwards 
Grosvenor square 1721 onwards 
Smith square 1726 onwards 
Red Lion square 1731 onwards 
Berkeley square 1750 onwards 
 
Great Cumberland place 1774 onwards 
Bedford square 1775 onwards 
Manchester square 1776 onwards 
Sloane square 1770’s  
Hans place 1770’s 
Cleaver square (Prince’s square) 1789 onwards 
West square 1791 onwards 
Fitzroy square 1792 onwards 
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Let’s examine now the main characters of these squares, so as 
to find out the elements they have in common: the same 
elements may lately have influenced the many building 
developments of the XIX (and first XX) c., which transformed 
London into one of the great European capital cities. 
 
The next 19 plates represent a synthetic view of most of them. 
 
On the basis of the same Horwood’s map, we have pointed out 
the street system upon which the single squares plans are 
based, the possible presence of special buildings, the layout of 
the plots and houses that surround them and the sections of 
urban fabric that seem to be strictly connected to the same 
squares. 
 
Some squares, like the early XVII century ones, appear to be 
the simple reorganization of wide areas inside pre-existing 
urban fabrics alongside suburban roads. 
 
Others, instead, seem to be the focus elements of widely 
extended building developments, based on a new street 
network, along which the same building organization and 
homogeneous architecture of the square are proposed again. 
 
Some refer to special buildings (churches or palaces) and their 
plans tend to be symmetrical on a central axis. 
 
Others seem to depend chiefly on the street axis connecting 
them to the main roads. 
 
None of them lays at the intersection of pre-existing main 
roads. 
 
All of them are surrounded by rows of serial buildings, 
typologically homogeneous and composing uniform fronts. 
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More in detail, we can notice that the new developments are 
almost always separated from the main roads by the pre-
existing fabrics, seldom involved in the new interventions. 
 
So, the new urban fabrics and squares lay on the back of what 
we call the pertinent stripe, including “...all the built lots referred 
to the same street front...” 2, of the pre-existing streets. 
 
For this reason the layout of the squares depends firstly on the 
streets which connect them to the same main roads. 
 
In some cases the connecting street becomes the central axis of 
the square, with or without the presence of emerging buildings 
(see for instance Bloomsbury, Soho, Hanover, Cavendish, 
West and Manchester squares). 
 
In others, two streets connect the square to the main road: 
they don’t play the part of spatial axis but just define the 
building line of the new row houses (see St. James’s, Golden, 
Berkeley, Cleaver and Fitzroy squares). 
 
In others again, the layout of the square is defined by two 
couples of orthogonal streets that become the matrix of the 
surrounding urban fabrics (see Portman, Grosvenor and 
Bedford squares). 
 

                                                
2 G. CANIGGIA, G.L. MAFFEI, Interpreting basic building, Alinea, Firenze 2001, page 248. 
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Let’s now go deeper into the structure of the same squares and 
have a look at the next series of 18 plates. 
 
We’ve tried to point out the organisation of the plots and 
buildings that surround the squares and the nearby streets. 
 
Besides the layout of the squares and streets, the most relevant 
element seems to be the division into plots of the building land. 
 
We may outline different urban tissue types, seen as 
”...aggregative system of several building types..”3. 
 

1 Simple fabrics: just one stripe of built plots alongside a 
street (see for instance Bloomsbury square4, Queen 
square5, or Bedford square6); 

 
2 Double fabrics: two stripes of built plots, facing parallel 

streets and bordering each other at their back (see 
Bloomsbury7, Queen and West squares); 

 
3 Simple fabrics with stables: one stripe of built plots, 

with row houses facing the street and stables on the 
back (see Bedford square again8 or Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields); 

 
4 Double fabrics with stables and mews: two stripes of 

built plots, each with row houses facing the street and 
stables on the back, separated by common mews (see 
Portman, Grosvenor and Bedford squares). 

 

                                                
3 Ibidem, page 247. 
4 Northern side of Great Russel Street and Bloomsbury place. 
5 Nothern side of Great Ormond street. 
6 Eastern side of Charlotte street and Bedford square. 
7 Eastern side of Upper King street. 
8 Two sides of Gower street. 
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The depth of the plots varies from about 75’ to 150’ for what 
concerns the single tissues without stables; it is usually greater 
up to 180’-200’ for the single tissues with stables; these 
dimensions redouble, in case of double fabrics, and even more 
in the presence of mews. 
 
As for their width, it varies much more according to the 
building types and seems to be proportional to the depth of the 
houses:  
 

1 a 16’ average width is typical of the spontaneous 
building fabrics along the pre-existing roads, but we 
can find it in some planned new suburban tissues (see 
West or Cleaver squares): it corresponds to the two-
bays (or even one-bay) house-type; 

 
2 a 24’ to 32’ width corresponds to the three-bays 

house-type, that seems to be the base type9 of many of 
the XVII - XVIII century developments (still very well 
preserved in Bedford square, for instance); 

 
3 a 32’ to 48’ width corresponds to the four-five bays 

house-types, a multiple of the first two types: they 
often seem to be derived from the unification of two 
smaller buildings or plots (see for instance Portman or 
Smith squares), but in some interventions they have 
been directly used as new base types (see St. James’s 
and Cavendish squares); 

 
4 lastly, a 50’ to 70’ width is the dimension of the largest 

five-six bays, or more, house-types, multiples of two or 
three of the previous base types (see Hanover, Portman 
and Grosvenor squares). 

 

                                                
9 Ibidem, page 244. 



COVENT GARDEN, 1631



LINCOLN’S INN FIELDS, 1638



BLOOMSBURY SQUARE, 1655



ST. JAMES’S SQUARE, 1662



GOLDEN SQUARE, 1670



SOHO SQUARE, 1670



PORTMAN SQUARE, 1674  -  MANCHESTER SQUARE, 1776



HANOVER SQUARE, 1713



QUEEN SQUARE, 1716



CAVENDISH SQUARE, 1717



GROSVENOR SQUARE, 1721



SMITH SQUARE, 1726



RED LION SQUARE, 1731



BERKELEY SQUARE, 1750



BEDFORD SQUARE, 1775



CLEAVER SQUARE (PRINCE’S SQUARE), 1789



WEST SQUARE, 1791



FITZROY SQUARE, 1792
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We have now pointed out only the deep structure of these 
XVII-XVIII century developments: but, how do they present 
themselves? What kind of formal settlement do they have? 
 
As we have seen, most of them have been transformed and 
their houses often gradually substituted by others with more 
and more increased dimensions up to include in one single 
building the whole width of the square front (Portman, 
Grosvenor, Bloomsbury squares). 
 
Basing our vision on the best preserved squares (Bedford, 
West, Cleaver squares)10, we may argue that most of the 
squares were conceived to be homogeneous, composed by the 
serial repetition of a same single element, the same single 
building type. 
 
To each building type corresponds a specific front elevation, 
whose rhythmical repetition alongside the entire row gives it its 
uniform architectural character. 
 
Therefore, the squares’ architectural uniformity is given by the 
rhythmical repetition of analogous elements. 
 
Rhythm may be uniform (A-A-A-A) or alternate (A-A’-A-A’). 
 
Sometimes a particular accent (a pediment, for instance) is 
given to the central element of the row, so as to give an axis to 
the square (see Bedford and West squares). 
 
With the progressive substitution of the original houses much 
of this character has been lost but we may find it again in most 
of the great XIX century realizations. 
 

                                                
10 And on our previous studies on Renaissance architectural squares, see M. GALLARATI, op. cit. in 
caption 1. 
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In the next 4 synoptic plates we have tried to summarize the 
main elements we have observed until now. 
 
1. General layout: 

- squares with a central axis and a main building on it; 
- squares with a central axis, without main buildings; 
- squares with one or two couples of orthogonal axis; 
- square with occasional axis system. 

 
2. Urban fabric types: 

- simple fabrics; 
- double fabrics; 
- simple fabrics with stables; 
- double fabrics with stables and mews. 

 
3. Urban fabric cross sections: 

- the progressive development of the urban fabric, from 
the basic to the most elaborate ones. 

 
4. Street fronts: 

- the gradual development of the street fronts, related to 
the progress of the building types and to their 
rhythmical repetition. 

 
This is only a first draft, but we believe it could be a good 
guideline for deeper analysis of the urban XVII-XVIII century 
fabrics and the starting point for a wider study of the XIX 
century great developments and of the fewer XX-XXI century 
ones. 
 



SQUARE PLAN TYPES



URBAN FABRIC TYPES



URBAN FABRIC CROSS SECTIONS



STREET FRONTS
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From the beginning of the XIX century on, the development of 
new urban fabrics and garden squares blew up. 
 
From our point of view, the starting point may be considered 
the opening of Bedford place in 1801 (after the demolition of 
Bedford palace) that launched the great Bloomsbury 
development north of Bloomsbury Square. 
 
We could count up to 115 new garden squares realised during 
the XIX century, plus 10 at least in the XX and 2 in the first 
years of the XXI century (one under construction) all matching 
more or less the main characters we have found out in the 23 
previous examples. 
 
All of them are pointed out on the next 2 Google map plates 
and listed at the end of this paper. 
 
The new developments, often involving wide estates, usually 
have elaborate plans with many squares and streets on whose 
basis the urban fabrics are organised; they are always 
characterised by the presence of extended private and public 
green areas; the architecture of the houses that compose the 
single urban fabrics tends to be homogeneous. 
 
Also because of their extension, they still stand as the main 
elements of London present urban morphology. 
 



XIX CENTURY LONDON SQUARES
ON GOOGLE MAP



XX CENTURY LONDON SQUARES
ON GOOGLE MAP
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But they are not the same: let’s look at the next, and last, 6 
plates. 
 
If we examine some of the largest and most elaborate urban 
expansions, we can see that the new fabrics developed in two 
very different, although almost simultaneous, ways. 
 
From the very beginning, there seem to be two ways of 
conceiving the urban growth: 
 

1 an intensive way, with a well-structured system of 
streets and squares and elaborate fabrics, with a clear 
relationship among the different house-types and the 
succession of main roads, secondary roads, lanes and 
mews (see for instance Bloomsbury, Paddington and 
Belgravia developments, but also Portman, Cadogan 
etc.); 

2 an extensive way, with a more “naturalistic” street and 
square system and simple fabrics aligned along the 
same street and square fronts (see Kensington, 
Clerkenwell, Barnsley developments, but also Chelsea, 
Notting Hill, etc.). 

 
Both of them are definite London ways. 
 
The second way, a proto-type of the late XIX century Garden 
City movement, still enjoys some chance, mainly in some 
minor centre and suburban developments. 
 
The first way instead (that could better match the actual 
demand) seems to have been abandoned, at least at the 
moment, leaving the way clear for “modernist” intensive 
developments. 
 
We believe it can be resumed and actualized, and this may be 
our commitment. 
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LIST OF THE SQUARES

name architect district estate

XVII CENTURY
1631 covent garden inigo jones covent garden earl of bedford
1638 lincoln's inn fields inigo jones holborn/camden earl of bedford
1655 bloomsbury square bloomsbury/camden bedford estate
1662 st. james's square st james's/westminster
1670 golden square christopher wren ? soho
1670 soho square soho
1674 portman square portman estate
1685 kensington square young

XVIII CENTURY
1713 hanover square mayfair/westminster
1716 queen square bloomsbury/camden
1717 cavendish square john prince earl of oxford
1721 grosvenor square mayfair/westminster
1726 smith square westminster
1731 red lion square camden
1750 berkeley square mayfair/westminster
1774 great cumberland place marylebone/westminster
1775 bedford square thomas leverton bloomsbury/camden bedford estate
1776 manchester square marylebone/westminster portman estate

1770's sloane square chelsea/kensington and chelsea
1770's hans place (1870's rebuilt) knightsbridge/kensington and chelsea

1789 cleaver square (prince's square) lambeth/southwark
1791 west square lambeth/southwark west family
1792 fitzroy square robert adam fitzrovia/camden
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XIX CENTURY
1801 bedford place 1810's bloomsbury/camden bedford estate
1803 northampton square the city
1806 park crescent john nash southampton estate
1809 sussex gardens paddington/westminster paddington estate
1810 bryanstone square joseph parkinson marylebone/westminster portman estate
1810 montague square joseph parkinson marylebone/westminster portman estate
1810 trevor square willim pocock knightsbridge/kensington and chelsea lord dungannon
1810 chelsea square (rebuilt 1930) chelsea/kensington and chelsea

1810's wellington square francis edwards chelsea/kensington and chelsea harrison estate
1810's canonbury square barnsley/islington
1810's mecklenburgh square camden
1810's brunswick square camden

1811 dorset square camden
1811 regent street john nash
1811 edwardes square changeur south kensington/kensington and chelsedwardes estate
1812 finsbury circus the city
1816 clapton square hackney
1818 wilmington square clerkenwell/islington spa fields
1818 great percy street clerkenwell/islington lloyd baker estate
1819 arbour square stepney/tower hamlets

1810-20's cartwright gardens/burton crescent bloomsbury/camden skinner's company estate
1820 gordon square thomas cubitt bloomsbury/camden bedford estate
1820 tavistock square thomas cubitt bloomsbury/camden bedford estate
1820 ebury square (part. destroied 1860) pimlico/westminster grosvenor estate
1821 brompton square robert darley brompton/kensington and chelsea
1823 tibberton square barnsley/islington
1823 park square john nash
1824 montpellier square betts and marriott belgravia/westminster moreau family
1825 myddelton square clerkenwell/islington spa fields
1825 belgrave square thomas cubitt/george basev belgravia/westminster grosvenor estate
1827 eaton square thomas cubitt belgravia/westminster grosvenor estate
1827 addington square camberwell/southwark grosvenor estate
1827 wilton crescent thomas cundy belgravia/westminster grosvenor estate
1827 milner place barnsley/islington
1829 gibson square barnsley/islington
1829 woburn square thomas cubitt bloomsbury/camden bedford estate
1829 regent square camden harrison estate

1820's torrington square bloomsbury/camden bedford estate
1820's claremont square clerkenwell/islington lloyd baker estate
1820's lloyd square w.j. booth clerkenwell/islington lloyd baker estate
1820's cloudesley square barnsley/islington
1820's arlington square barnsley/islington
1820's trinity church square southwark
1820's ford square stepney/tower hamlets
1820's sidney square stepney/tower hamlets
1820's york square stepney/tower hamlets

1830 ruthland gate knightsbridge/kensington and chelsea
1831 chesham place thomas cubitt belgravia/westminster grosvenor estate
1832 pelham crescent george basevi brompton/kensington and chelsea Smith's Charity Estate
1833 campden hill square hanson campden hill/kensington and chelsea phillimore estate
1836 paultons square chelsea/kensington and chelsea
1836 carlyle square (oakley) chelsea/kensington and chelsea
1837 hyde park square george gutch paddington/westminster paddington estate
1837 walcot square southwark walcot estate
1838 lowndes square thomas cubitt belgravia/westminster grosvenor estate
1838 lonsdale square r.c. carpenter barnsley/islington
1839 granville square w.j. booth clerkenwell/islington lloyd baker estate
1839 st george's square pimlico/westminster

1830's barnsbury square barnsley/islington
1830's tredegar place tower hamlets
1830's barnsbury square barnsley/islington
1830's de beauvoir square roumieu/gough hackney de beauvoir town estate
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LIST OF THE SQUARES

1840 chester square thomas cundy belgravia/westminster grosvenor estate
1840 argyle square camden
1840 beaufort gardens george adam burn knightsbridge/kensington and chelsea
1840 eccleston square thomas cubitt ? pimlico/westminster
1840 warwick square thomas cubitt ? pimlico/westminster
1840 thurloe square george basevi south kensington/kensington and chelsea
1840 hereford square south kensington/kensington and chelsharrington-villars estate
1841 percy circus r.c. carpenter clerkenwell/islington lloyd baker estate
1841 holford square (bombed 1941/demolishclerkenwell/islington lloyd baker estate
1843 egerton crescent george basevi south kensington/kensington and chelsharrington-villars estate
1844 ovington square willim pocock knightsbridge/kensington and chelsea
1844 gloucester square george gutch paddington/westminster paddington estate
1845 onslow square george basevi south kensington/kensington and chelsea
1847 westbourne terrace paddington/westminster
1848 tornhill square barnsley/islington
1849 ennismore square knightsbridge/kensington and chelsea
1849 ladbroke square thomas allason notting hill/kensington and chelsea

1840's royal avenue chelsea/kensington and chelsea
1840's sussex square george gutch paddington/westminster paddington estate
1840's beaumont square stepney/tower hamlets beaumont estate

1850 the boltons brompton/kensington and chelsea gunter estate
1850 kensington gate south kensington/kensington and chelsea
1851 porchester square westminster
1852 oakley square camden
1852 markham square chelsea/kensington and chelsea markham estate
1855 norfolk square paddington/westminster tyburnia/paddington estate
1855 queen's gate gardens south kensington/kensington and chelsea
1855 addington square southwark king george's field foundati
1856 lancaster gate sancton wood bayswater/westminster
1856 prince's square bayswater/westminster
1856 leinster square bayswater/westminster
1856 pembridge square bayswater/westminster

1850's connaught square marylebone/westminster tyburnia/paddington estate
1850's kildare gardens westminster
1850's westbourne gardens westminster
1850's merrick square southwark
1850's arundel square wandsworth pockock estate
1850's carlton square mile end/tower hamlets globe fields estate
1850's lorrimore square lambeth/southwark
1850's arundel square barnsley/islington pockock estate

1862 cornwall gardens south kensington/kensington and chelsbroadwood family
1863 cranley gardens south kensington/kensington and chelsea

1860's fasset square hackney
1860's redcliffe square brompton/kensington and chelsea gunter estate
1860's st philip square thomas knowles wandsworth parktown estate

1860-70's colville square notting hill/kensington and chelsea portobello and st quintin e
1860-70's powis square notting hill/kensington and chelsea portobello and st quintin e

1873 earls court square south kensington/kensington and chelsea
1870-80's st charlse's square notting hill/kensington and chelsea portobello and st quintin e

1877 cadogan square jj stevenson knightsbridge/kensington and chelsea cadogan
1870's lower sloane street chelsea/kensington and chelsea

1882 lennox gardens stevenson, devey, george, st knightsbridge/kensington and chelsea
1886 evelyn gardens south kensington/kensington and chelssmith's charity estate
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LIST OF THE SQUARES

XX CENTURY
1926 tyndale mansions barnsley/islington
1935 dolphin square pimlico/westminster

hyde park crescent paddington/westminster paddington estate
norfolk crescent paddington/westminster paddington estate
thornburn square bermondsey/southwark
central square barnet
north square barnet
tiber square barnsley/islington
wellington square barnsley/islington
cornwallis square achway/islington

XXI CENTURY
2005 wycombe square notting hill/kensington and chelsea
2012 new square (under construction) fulham
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